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PEARL (Person-Environment-Activity Research Laboratory) is a 
unique facility to explore the ways in which people interact with 
their environment. It is a massive space – around 4,000m2 and 10m 
high – in which we can create life-sized environments – a railway 
station, high street, town square – under controlled conditions, so 
that we can examine how people interact with the environment and 
other people in these types of places. We can change the profile, 
type and material of the floor, simulate lighting of any colour and in-
tensity, create sound from the tiniest bird song to the most massive 
explosion, include other senses, such as smell, and much more.

What is PEARL?

Why PEARL?

How can we use PEARL?

The What, Why & How of PEARL

Much of our understanding about how cities work is based on a lot
of assumptions about how people respond to, use and act in the
environment. Many of these assumptions are based on experience
over many years and are valid in general, but often the models we
use just don’t represent what actually happens. PEARL enables
us to study in detail how people actually interact with the environ-
ment and each other, by enabling us to test detailed differences in
the environment – such as space, colour, lighting, sound – under
controlled conditions, so that we can obtain rich data for use in the
design of real urban systems.

PEARL allows the public, researchers, regulators, implementers
and others to see, hear, smell, feel and try out for themselves what
operation and design ideas would be like, so cutting the cost of try-
ing out new ideas by testing them in the laboratory before trialling
them for real on-street. We can help designers work out how peo-
ple will respond to their designs, for example, of trains. Sometimes
we need to instrument people with sophisticated systems, such
as eye trackers, accelerometers and motion detection systems, so
that we can track how they move around the environment.



The What, Why & How of PEARL Types of Research Projects

In 2008 London Underground wanted to install ‘platform humps’ on
every platform of the Victoria Line as part of its upgrade. In order
to ensure usability, we were asked to test the proposed angle of
ramping and accessibility to various users. In our lab, we were able
to model different ramp angles and conduct studies with various us-
ers, including visually-impaired people, wheelchair-users, and those
using assistive mobility devices. The results showed that the ramp
angles being suggested would not create conflict between users.
We were also able to use these results to estimate the substantial
savings for London Underground of raising the full platform length.

Victoria Line Upgrade

In 2010, the preferred bidder for the supply of the trains for the
Thameslink service were required by Network Rail to submit their
designs to be tested by us in the lab. We constructed a full-size
half-carriage mock-up train to their design, including all their new 
features and some requested by Network Rail. This was tested 
against boarding/alighting scenarios provided by the proposed 
operator for each of the four London core stations. This resulted in 
several design changes made by the manufacturer prior to delivery 
of the trains.

Thameslink Trains

Figure 1. Testing ramp gradients
on station platforms

Figure 2. Experiment investigat-
ing boarding and alighting



PEARL & the Future of Railways
Life-sized environmental simulation
At PEARL, we conduct life-sized experiments under controlled condi-
tions rather than purely digital simulations. This means that our un-
derstanding is informed by data captured from real-world scenarios,
ensuring that our research remains relevant to real-world environ-
ments. We are then able to interpret these results according to your
specific needs and questions, and advise you accordingly.

Feasibility studies
PEARL can test the feasibility of your design proposals, particularly 
those new and experimental ideas. We can test your assumptions 
with emperical evidence before they are exposed to the public gaze.

Cross-disciplinary Research 
PEARL is at the forefront of railway design due to our cross discipli-
nary research: from neuroscience and investigating how people actu-
ally interact with others and their railway infrastructure; to opthamolo-
gy and how peripheral vision can aid perception of different floor
levels in order to reduce trips and falls at the platform train interface.

Fine-tuning your design
If you are wondering about the impact of your future design on pas-
senger-infrastructure interaction, and thus on the operational perfor-
mance, as well as the health and safety of railway workers, PEARL
can help to investigate this and fine-tune your design accordingly.

A network of innovation
With clients including the Department for Transport, London Under-
ground and Network Rail, and projects ranging from London’s new
tube train to Thameslink and HS2, you will be joining an innovative 
network pushing the boundaries of railway design. 

Connect with PEARL
www.pearl.place


